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Abstract
In their advertising campaigns, universities depict students using computers, laptops, mobile phones, iPads and tablets as learning devices. Regardless of the marketing used, there is value in enlisting the advantages of any medium that can aid deep thinking and increase student engagement. This study offers new knowledge about conceptualising Twitter as a knowledge construction tool leveraged through mobile devices. A qualitative approach was conducted to investigate the learning outcomes of students’ use of Twitter when it was implemented as a learning device. The use of Twitter was investigated to provide insight into the ways students and instructors interacted in this environment, how the content was made active and how the functionality of the tool and its conceptualisation impedes and/or supports the learning process. The results indicate that student-initiated interaction supported by instructor use of participatory pedagogies enables substantive dialogue through Twitter and that paraphrasing was the most common way students made learning active.
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Tweeting and learning
An introduction to Twitter

Twitter is part of the social networking phenomenon of Web 2.0 technologies. Such social networking tools are described by Boyd and Ellison (2007) as pervasive in daily life. Twitter can be thought of as the Short Message Service (SMS) of the Internet as it allows its users to send and read text-based messages of up to 140 characters. Twitter users post messages, ‘tweets’, read by users who follow that person or use the same Twitter hashtag (Anderson, 2011). A tweet can include text and links to photos or videos and can also be ‘retweeted’ for further distribution among followers. In an educational context, tweets can be constructed to express an idea, paraphrase or critique a concept, provide a level of discourse in a virtual space that supports dialogue occurring face to face (Sweeney, 2012). The Twitter stream can also provide a record of the event (lecture, presentation, meeting) from the perspective of the participants. Twitter is a
tool that is considered popular with today’s students (Taylor and Keeters, 2010) who use technologies as part of their seamless social interactions.

Online education requires students to engage in self-regulated learning, which is a more difficult learning process (Oliver, 2001). It has been plagued by issues of students feeling isolated and a lack of engagement between students and with the instructor, all of which can lead to disengagement and higher drop-out rates (Veletsianos and Navarrete, 2012). Herrington et al. (2005) identify that online courses have a product orientation for information delivery and they call for a move to more innovative, authentic pedagogies refocusing on course delivery for learning outcomes.

The rise of social networking sites (SNSs) with their disposition for a sharing and knowledge-producing exchange logically suggests a merger with education to improve teaching and learning outcomes. However, one of the first moves to online learning in higher education has been to employ a learning management system (LMS). LMSs like the Blackboard® platforms direct students to engage in ways that are different to SNSs. LMSs serve as management systems that support administrative concerns and use communication management tools more frequently than interactive tools (Dalsgaard, 2006). LMSs also engender teacher-centred pedagogies for distributing course content. This has impact on how content and student interaction occurs. In an LMS, the instructor provides the content, which is central to activity, whereas in an SNS the content is generated by the user and interaction is the central activity (Mott, 2010).

Engagement between student and the content is also different. For example, an instructor in an LMS may pose a question in an online discussion board with each student posting a response, replicating traditional question-and-answer mode. In contrast, discussion in an SNS is self-directed or student centred (Brady et al., 2010). Veletsianos et al. (2013) suggest that an SNS fosters the use of participatory pedagogies and is able to support interactive discussions. Interaction and content are more free-flowing and therefore are more difficult to control. Marwick and Boyd (2010) found that tensions arise when SNSs have been used in higher education as personal and professional boundaries for instructors collapse as sites are not conducive to teacher-centred pedagogies.

Developing a sense of community is critically important to student engagement in any online learning environment – LMS or SNS – especially if students do not meet face to face. The tools used in an SNS facilitate the sharing of information. This plus personal profiling and a student’s sense of social presence are key factors that promote a community of practice (Cobb, 2009; DeSchryver et al., 2009). LMSs have been described as tools that fail to provide users with the social presence necessary for more robust and valuable networking experiences that are essential for learning (Minocha, 2009; Veletsianos and Kimmons, 2013). Therefore, social presence and its critical relationship to building a community of practice indicate the potential of SNSs in education.

The employment of social networking tools in higher education has been viewed as one way to address these problems with the tools potential to enable a sense of presence, build community and support student participation in interactive discussions through participatory practices. Learning in this way has its foundations in social constructivist theories (Smith and Ragan 2005). This literature reveals a pedagogical shift towards a constructivist paradigm, of enabling critique, collaboration and co-construction of knowledge where the learners engage in ‘knowledge construction, not reproduction; conversation, not reception; articulation, not repetition; collaboration, not competition; reflection, not prescription’ (Jonassen et al., 2003: 15). There is also a significant emphasis on enabling conversation to support social negotiation and collaboration in learning (Jonassen, 1999) where the teacher takes on the role of guide or knowledgeable mentor. From a sociological perspective, Beer and Burrows (2007) acknowledge SNSs as reworking hierarchies, changing social divisions, creating possibilities and
opportunities, informing us and reconfiguring our relations with objects, spaces and each other. Brown and Alder (2008) suggest that learning with Web 2.0 tools is so different that it should be called ‘Learning 2.0’ (p. 30) to emphasise a new learner-centric paradigm that facilitates innovative explorations, experimentations and purposeful tinkering, which often forms the basis of a situated understanding emerging from action, not passivity.

**Twitter in higher education**

The use of Twitter in higher education is in its infancy (Betrus, 2012). Reuben (2008) suggests that there is great potential in education for the use of social networking tools such as Facebook and YouTube; however, higher education has not yet found the right niche for Twitter. In the domain of health and medicine, Fox and Varadarajan (2011) incorporated Twitter as a way to encourage interaction between students themselves, with the academic teaching staff and with the content of the course. A Twitter activity was implemented whereby students were required to post a minimum amount of tweets per class for a percentage of their grade. If the minimum number of tweets were executed, the student received the full mark. Results indicated that increased interaction occurred between course participants in that students voiced their opinions and shared ideas. Interestingly, this research was quantitative by design as results were based on the number of tweets and number of positive and negative feedback comments. The contents of the tweets were not analysed for the meaningfulness of the interaction they provided. Use of Twitter as part of assessment in a course was also reported by Turcsányi-Szabo (2012). In a teacher pre-service education course focused on understanding how to use technologies in the classroom, Turcsányi-Szabo (2012) reported the use of Twitter as an important part of students building a personal learning network. Students were required to tweet their ‘Aha’ (p. 123) experiences as they developed assessment items throughout the course.

Other studies have investigated live tweeting during lectures and tutorials (Croxall, 2010; Parry, 2008). As found by these researchers and by Fox and Varadarajan (2011), Twittering during course instruction is perceived by students as a distraction to listening and taking notes. However, Croxall (2010) and Parry (2008) both describe the development of greater social interaction and the notion of course community arising from their anecdotal use of Twitter in their lectures.

Reid (2011) investigated the opportunities that social networking environments like Twitter and Facebook offer in regard to social, emotional and academic development. She conceptualises these online environments as ‘safe spaces’ as power relationships are altered, informal speak can be used and ideas are unrestricted. Her results indicate that Facebook can provide opportunities for academic networking to aid the process of learning in course work.

With regard to student-learning outcomes, researchers have also examined Twitter as a tool to support informal learning beyond the classroom (Ebner et al., 2010; Kassens-Noor, 2012). In her approach, Kassens-Noor (2012) designed assessment whereby students communicated through Twitter and tweeted specific tasks daily over a period of time as a collaborative approach to learning course content. Results indicated that Twitter facilitated sharing of ideas beyond the classroom walls but limited reflective thinking. Tweeting, described by Ebner et al. (2010) as micro-blogging, was investigated for its ability to support informal learning, defined as the process that students engage in any given course. Twitter was found to have great potential for informal learning based on the evidence of high level of ‘small talk’ between students, as Ebner et al. (2010) state that ‘informal learning will only occur if there is an opportunity to talk with each other without any constraints’ and that ‘the opportunity to be a part of someone else’s process by reading, commenting, discussing or simply enhancing it’ indicates engagement in the learning process (p. 99).
The literature reviewed here has identified issues, challenges and potentials for the use of Twitter in tertiary courses. All researchers and academics who have trialled the use of Twitter in their course work have done so to support the needs, interests and learning styles of our current student cohorts. The affordances for use of Twitter identify its orientation for participatory pedagogies, the development of social presence and a community of practice, a learning orientation in terms of its process rather than its product, with knowledge construction generated through user engagement in free-flowing discourse. Research is limited by quantitative evidence of engagement focused on the number of tweets. A more robust examination could be derived from qualitative research that investigates how students are engaging, how they generate knowledge, the ebb and flow of discourse, the types of interaction that occur between student/s and lecturer, to better understanding the potential, impact and approach to learning that this tool can offer. There is still much that we do not yet know about the precise nature of these tweets. For example, it is common for the lecturer/instructor to stimulate tweets by tweeting a question to the student body based on what was covered in the lecture. Is it normal for students to answer these stimulus questions? Another common practice for a lecturer is to leave some or all student questions unanswered in order to see if other students respond, but there is a lack of data in the literature that tells us whether or not this ‘works’ or what response, if any, there is from other students. The idea that students self-generate knowledge changes the role of the lecturer and the pedagogical approach, and raises issues with regard to content delivery and assessment. Also of interest is how Twitter is used in a course, either as a pedagogical tool or an assessment tool. In the research presented here, the more common approach is to use Twitter as a requirement of assessment. There is a lack of research on how students use Twitter as a tool to learning without assessable requirements.

There is also a lack of examination in the literature that identifies the conceptualisation that students have of Twitter as a tool for their learning in higher education. Research has focused on exploring active learning and informal learning but it does not qualify activity. Two questions are raised from this issue. First, is Twitter a tool where students can learn in active ways and specifically how do students make course content active using Twitter? Being an active learner means that students do something with the content. What is lacking in the literature is exactly what students do with course content using Twitter. This can aid our understanding of informal learning and how it can contribute to student knowledge construction as well as how it can inform course content implementation. Second, how do students conceptualise Twitter and what impact does this have on its use in course work; that is, can they see it as a tool to help them learn academically? Twitter as a social networking tool is more commonly used to keep up to date with small quantities of information, as presented in the literature reviewed. How students use Twitter, its functionality and how they conceptualise it in an academic realm will affect how it is used. This ultimately can enhance or impede its use within course work.

In response to this literature review, this study will investigate three areas: first, an examination of the types of interactions between students and lecturer; second, an in-depth examination of how students action course content in what could be defined as active learning using Twitter; and third, how students conceptualise Twitter as a tool for learning and what impact this has for its educational potential.

Methodology
This study provides a qualitative enquiry into the use of Twitter. A qualitative approach provides a paradigm that enables the researcher to gain deeper insights into the types of interactions students engage in when using Twitter, rather than the number of tweets or student feedback on an experience that would be gained though quantitative methods. Rather, this research looks at
the tweets as data, the interchange of tweets, the content of the tweets to seek answers to the following questions:

1. What types of interaction occur between lecturer and student using Twitter during a course?
2. How do students interact with content and generate knowledge using Twitter?
3. How do students conceptualise Twitter with regard to it being a learning tool?

Qualitative enquiry is dependent upon context. Context is viewed as a ‘complex web of unique interrelationships’ (Erlandson et al., 1993: 16) within which the researcher is a participant, mutually shaping constructed reality. What is considered real is a construction in the minds of individuals (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Constructions are not seen in terms of truth in the absolute sense but in terms of ‘the best informed and most sophisticated construction on which there is a consensus at a given time’ (Schwandt, 1994: 128). The personal nature of these social constructions suggests that individual construction can be elicited and refined only through ‘interaction between investigator and respondent’ (Guba and Lincoln, 1994: 111). The task of the researcher is to make known the multiple, often conflicting social constructions of meaning and knowledge. The researcher is considered a research instrument through which data are understood. In this research, the lecturer was the researcher, the first-year pre-service students were the respondents and the tweets constructed through Twittering provided the rich data.

Participants

The Pre-service Teacher Education Studies course in which Twitter was trialled was implemented as part of the roll-out of a new Bachelor of Education programme. The course was implemented for the first time in the second semester of 2012. As there was no precedence for implementation, it was considered an opportunity to trial new approaches to learning. The course is considered fundamental to the programme as it involves the students in their first practical experience as pre-service teachers in classroom. The course involves the students in 13 weeks of lectures and tutorials plus 10 days classroom practical experience. The course was implemented over two campuses. All 180 students enrolled in the course were invited to participate.

Design and procedure

A hashtag with the course code was set up by the lecturer and introduced in the first lecture. All participants were invited to tweet throughout the lecture and at any point in time over the duration of the 13-week course, including all lectures, tutorials, when reading course materials or completing activities outside of contact time. The lecturer did not provide any technical training as this was considered assumed knowledge and if technical support was required, students were encouraged to help each other, which is in keeping with the development of a learning community. The lecturer asked students to tweet about content during lectures and tutorials with both verbal and visual reminders. The lecturer also posted stimulus questions outside of lecture times and reviewed tweets that had been posted during the subsequent lectures to raise issues and questions and to draw attention to student understanding.

Unlike Fox and Varadarajan (2011), Kassens-Noor (2012) and Turcsányi-Szabo’s (2012) use of Twitter as part of an assessable item in their courses, this course did not mandate the use of Twitter. Rather the rationale for use of Twitter in the course was grounded in a constructivist paradigm through the use of participatory pedagogies (Veletsianos et al., 2013), whereby the
Table 1. Types of interactions and guiding questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of interaction</th>
<th>Guiding questions for research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learner–learner–instructor</td>
<td>What types of interactions occur between the student(s) and the lecturer?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner–content</td>
<td>How do students interact with content and generate knowledge?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner–interface</td>
<td>How do students conceptualise Twitter as a tool for learning, and how does this impact its educational potential?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

lecturer encouraged and stimulated tweets between and among the student body, adopting a learner-centred approach rather than a teacher-directed approach. Participatory pedagogies are described by Askins (2008) as teaching that recognises and foregrounds students as knowledgeable agents, where the instructor avoids projecting his or her position or opinion on a topic and empowers the student to ‘speak’ without necessarily using their voices, such as in tweeting. Additionally, in this course Twitter was implemented to support the development of a learning community, often referred to as a Community of Practice (Wenger 1998) within an SNS, discussed in the literature section as beneficial to enabling greater interaction of the student. Also as this research is grounded in an interpretivist paradigm, all participant students’ and lecturers’ tweets were considered data derived from what Sharpe (2006) describes as at a ‘more appropriate moment to an individual’ (p. 16), that is, when the participant (student or instructor) chose to tweet. All tweets were collected by the researcher through a systematic copying and pasting process.

Data analysis

Based on the findings in the literature review for more in-depth understanding of how students interact when using Twitter, a framework was drawn together based on research into types of interaction in the context of distance education. Research provided by Moore (1989) proposes three types of interaction in distance education, these being, learner–content, learner–instructor and learner–learner. Furthermore, research provided by Hillman et al. (1994) identifies the need for an examination of learner–interface interaction. Guided by the three research questions, a combination of these types of interaction provided a framework for examining the tweets in this research context (see Table 1).

Learner–learner–instructor interactions are interactions that occur between the students, alone or in a group and/or with the instructor. Learner–content interaction occurs when the student intellectually engages with content resulting in changes in understanding. Learner–interface interaction occurs with a focus on the technology as an intermediary between the student and the content. Tweets were analysed for the type of interaction displayed. Tweets were copied in full and within a trail of discourse to ensure context and validity.

Results

Learner–learner–instructor interaction

Tweets that fall into this type of interaction include students’ individual tweets, retweets, students’ tweets to student followers and students’ tweets to the lecturer, as well as the lecturers’ tweets to individuals and the student group. At the onset of the course, the lecturer was the main instigator of the tweets, which were focused on instructions and encouragement, such as ‘during
the lecture tweet about anything interesting’. These types of administrative interactions are requirements at points in time in support of the development of a learning community (Nickerson and Sowder, 2002). To build student engagement, the lecturer tweeted questions that were based on content covered in the lecture (see Figure 1).

This strategy for teacher-led discussion is in keeping with Manning and Payne’s (1993) suggestion that the mechanics for growth in the zone (Vygotsky’s concept of zone of proximal development) is the actual verbal interaction with a more experienced member of society. In this context, however, students rarely answered these stimulus questions, which is in opposition to Moore’s (1989) identification of learner–instructor interaction as being highly desirable by the learner, but it is in keeping with Brady et al.’s (2010) finding that SNSs support greater student self-directed discussion. In this context, questions constructed by the students were more common. Students tweeted questions they had about the course content (see Figure 2). Initially, the lecturer answered these, which would be considered the typical student–teacher dialogue. However, to support student-centred interaction, whereby students responded to each other, the lecturer left student questions unanswered. At no time during the 13-week course did a student answer a question tweeted by another student, even as the course progressed. There was also a lack of retweeting, where a student could have retweeted a fellow student’s tweet to emphasise a good point. This indicated a lack of learner–learner interaction in this context.

The major type of interaction between participants in this context was found to be learner–instructor interaction, whereby a student would initiate dialogue by tweeting a question and the lecturer would respond. The lecturer employed participatory pedagogies to facilitate discussion. This included the use of questioning to extend students’ thinking. Substantive interaction between the student and lecturer occurred, evidenced in a 12-tweet conversation over 5 days (see Figure 3). The topic was initially covered in the lecture. The student was stimulated by further reading and began to tweet about her understanding of the concept outside of contact time. The lecturer, through a series of questions, enabled the student to explore the concept in relation to other course content. The learner–instructor dyad is evident here. These findings support Veletsianos et al.’s (2013) findings that the use of SNS fosters the use of participatory pedagogies and are able to support ongoing discussions.

However, in this context learner–instructor interaction was unable to support dialogue if confusion occurred with content. When a student posted a tweet that demonstrated some confusion with the course content and the lecturer responded in a manner to extend thinking, a challenge rather than a direct answer, disengagement occurred. This has been found to be
symptomatic of what Fletcher and Hill (2004) describe as ‘collisions’ as part of group participation in learning communities. Prestridge (2009) found that such collisions require a strong sense of collegiality within an online community to enable participants to evaluate and work through confusion to remain engaged.
In summary, learner–instructor interaction was the most evident form of interaction. The interaction was student initiated with support and direction provided by the lecturer through participatory pedagogies. There was evidence of substantial dialogue and engagement between the participants but this was limited to one-on-one interaction rather than among multiple students. Twitter did not support learner–learner interaction other than student tweets to the student body or what is considered in SNSs by Brandtzaeg and Heim (2011) as lurkers who view tweets but do not actively participate. Instructor–learner interactions whereby a stimulus question created impetus for continued dialogue was not evident.

Learner–content interaction

Enabling students to be active learners, to interact with course content and to support their sense of academic culture is a defining characteristic of education (Moore, 2009). Paraphrasing was a common way students tweeted course content. This has been described by Holmberg (1986) as the internal didactic conversation where students talk to themselves about the information they encounter. This process supports the learner in changing information into knowledge. It also makes thinking conscious and builds students’ metacognitive skills. Figure 4 shows an example tweet where the student is building knowledge and understanding of the course content by paraphrasing key points during a lecture. This commonly occurred throughout the lecture series. It was suggested in a lecture that one way to explore the meaning of a set of teacher standards was to create a Wordle and identify the key words in the resultant image. During the lecture students actioned this idea and posted it on Twitter straight away. This image-tweet was retweeted by other students indicating its value. Other ways that the students interacted with content moved from paraphrasing what was said by the lecturer, to applying the content (see Figure 5). In their tweets, the students’ state the key points and demonstrate analysis and application of the content. Learning processes such as analysis and application of content represent higher levels of learning cognition (Jonassen et al., 2003).

Learner–interface interaction

This type of interaction focuses on the technology as the student must have the ability to mediate the technology to engage with course content and other participants (Hillman et al., 1994). The student must also understand specific communication protocols to be an active participant and must not disengage, be fearful and or be persistent enough not to give up. These fundamental technological skills are required of the pre-service teacher both academically and professionally. Mishra and Koehler (2006) articulate the pedagogy that is required of teachers to integrate technology, effectively emphasising that teachers need technological knowledge, knowledge of
the ways content is changed by the technology and knowledge of the teaching and learning capabilities of various technologies. Using Twitter as a personal learning tool supports development in these areas. Also explored in the literature is the pervasiveness and popularity of SNSs and Twitter (Boyd and Ellison, 2007; Taylor and Keeters, 2010). These understandings signify the importance and familiarity students have for tools such as Twitter; however, the findings of this study on student technological skills and disposition for use are contradictory.

For example, students expressed that they were having trouble getting on to Twitter, and that they became frustrated and missed important content given in the lecture. This is evidenced in tweets such as ‘Struggling to take notes and tweet at the same time’. This indicates that students did not see tweets as a form of lecture notes. Students did not recognise that the tweets during the lectures provided an account of the main ideas plus a discourse about the content. This represents an emergent phase of understanding of the functionality of Twitter and a lack of understanding of Twitter as a learning tool.

Further frustrations were evident in student tweets when dialogue was misinterpreted (see Figure 6). Ebonie Jane became ‘lost’ in the dialogue when a question was posted by the lecturer to extend her thinking. There is evidence here of a frustrated response to learner–interface interaction which could be based on the restrictions imposed by tweets – 140 character limit – and by the lack of other sensory input that restricts the flow of conversation through digital communication tools. It could also indicate that participatory pedagogies require reaffirming responses rather than challenging responses in this medium.

Learner–interface interaction is important to both conceptualise the type of discourse supported by the technology and the quality of the discourse. As evidenced here, students did not conceptualise tweets as valuable lecture notes, they became frustrated with the interface and at times the discourse was misinterpreted. These findings could be considered symptomatic of the functionality of Twitter; however, these could be overcome with pedagogies that respond to these issues such as reaffirming responses and discussion around the application of Twitter as a learning tool.
Conclusion

Twitter, like any technological tool, can be adapted to the educational context. In reality, Twitter is a social networking tool with functional and conceptual limitations that need to be overcome through pedagogical approaches if it is going to be used effectively as a learning tool. This qualitative study has provided a lens to look deeply into the ways in which students use, conceptualise and interact with Twitter to better understand its adaption to academic engagement. The use of Twitter was investigated in the ways students and lecturer interacted in this environment, the way course content was made active and how the functionality of the tool and its conceptualisation impedes or supports the learning process. The results provide insights into these areas to inform better utilisation of the tool.

Interaction of students through Twitter was illustrated predominately through learner–instructor interaction where the student posted a tweet about something of interest and the lecturer responded in a manner that supported the flow-on of discourse, discussed here as participatory pedagogies. In this way, the learner chose the concept to discuss and the instructor was responding to their needs. It was evident that interaction did not occur when a question was tweeted by the lecturer, and little student–student interaction occurred. Making content active was exhibited by students in tweets through paraphrasing of lecture content. Paraphrasing was identified as the beginning phase of knowledge development and was considered a vital opportunity to support this process. As the course progressed, students demonstrated active
learning processes by tweeting images, links, retweeting and eventually applying knowledge to their own contexts. Students struggled both with the functionality of Twitter and the conceptualisation of Twitter as a learning tool as students did not conceptualise tweets as lecture notes.

This study makes four important contributions to our knowledge of the use of Twitter to support deeper engagement in learning. First, Twitter as a communication device should support interaction between the participants in a course. As found throughout the literature, students have been able to share ideas and opinions, build a sense of community, reflect and speak informally (Croxall, 2010, Fox and Varadarajan, 2011, Parry, 2008, Reid, 2011). These types of practices indicate social, emotional and academic engagements. What is missing from the literature was an understanding of what kinds of interaction are more productive to best enable these practices. This study found that student-initiated interaction, through a question or idea tweeted and responded to by the lecturer who then supported and extended the student’s thinking, was most supportive of the learning process. This mirrors the traditional pedagogical didactic where a student asks a question/idea and the teacher develops this further, working in a one-to-one relationship. However, what is missing here is the social networking capability of this tool.

This leads to the second contribution of the study – that is, different types of interaction with participants and content are derived from the purpose for the use of Twitter. In this research, Twitter was used as a pedagogical tool not an assessment tool. In this study, there was little student sharing, collaborating or co-constructing that was evident in other studies (Ebner et al., 2010; Kassens-Noor, 2012). This may be due to the fact that no task was set as part of student engagement with the tool. To ensure greater social networking, assessment may need to be associated with its use. Requiring students to do something within course assessment will make them engage differently with the tool.

Third, how students activate content has not been clearly defined in the literature. In this study, Twitter was found to have advantages and limitations when supporting students’ interaction with course content. Students were found in this study to paraphrase content, which simply is a way to restate content. This is the fundamental stage for learning, as it makes students act on content. There was movement to applying content but this was towards the end of the course, which is representative of the development of content knowledge over course life. What is interesting is that this environment does not enable the channels for deep thinking, rather that content complexities may be better dealt with in a face-to-face setting, as evident in other online communication tools (Prestridge, 2010). However, thinking about this in a different way, Twitter illuminated what content students were having trouble with, which could then inform future teaching practices.

Finally, in the literature studies have found that Twitter functionality such as 140 characters can limit engagement; however, in this study, the way students conceptualised Twitter was found to significantly impact their engagement with the tool. In this instance, students did not recognise that tweets during the lectures provided an account of the main ideas plus a discourse about the content. They became frustrated with trying to take notes as they were tweeting. This indicates that they did not view the backchannel as a source of rich discourse that activated the lecture content.

This study has several limitations. This study was designed on a qualitative paradigm and method. Unlike most research into Twitter that has quantitative elements, this study sought to investigate the meaningfulness of the interaction in the tweets. It examined interactions between participants, interaction with content and interaction with Twitter itself. All analysis contained bias as interpretations were made through the researcher as a participant in the study. No quantitative analysis was involved. This limited the study in two ways. First, as the number of Tweets was not quantified, patterns of engagement over the given period could not be examined.
This leads to another limitation, in that types of tweets could not be aligned to those students who were high engagers or low engagers and/or lurkers. Further research could combine both methodologies to investigate why and how students are Twittering more or less and the types and meanings of tweets they post. Of major importance identified here was the lack of use of social networking. A key direction for further study and use of Twitter is to enable the potential of social discourse through pedagogical applications without the assessment requirements.

The findings of this research have implications for the use of Twitter. As Kassens-Noor (2012) suggests in an outcome of her research, ‘different approaches to teaching and learning’ (p. 19) with Twitter need to be examined. This study implemented a pedagogical approach that focused on enabling students to action their learning with Twitter. In this case, greatest interaction occurred when the instructor supported discourse generated by the student while its use was not associated with assessment. Additionally, realisations that emerged from the use of Twitter include an understanding that complex concepts presented in lectures can be simplistically dealt with in tweets in encouraging ways as part of the learning process but complexities need face-to-face exploration before they can be critiqued in this environment. This illustrates the development of understanding and knowledge construction that occurs through the life of a course and can be supported in students’ tweets moving from paraphrasing to applying content. Also underlying the use of Twitter is the clear conceptualisation that tweets can be considered rich discourse around course content, such as lecture notes and that they action information into knowledge and therefore have a clear role to play in learning.
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